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Whether you are warning the public

about a potential danger, or politely

requesting that they keep off the

grass, it is vital that your notices are

clear and highly visible.

We can provide aluminium warning

notices in a variety of shapes -

including circles, triangles and

rectangles in standard road traffic sign

sizes - as well as meeting bespoke

requirements. A powder-coat finish to

the front and back with screen-printed,

prime etched or self-adhesive vinyl

graphics (see p.48-53) produces a

hard-wearing and clear sign. Visibility

can be further enhanced with reflective

surfaces where traffic control is 

a consideration.

Created from high-quality aluminium

these signs are rigid and hard-wearing

as well as lightweight, making them

an extremely practical and cost-

effective signage solution.

All warning notices can be supplied

with wall-mount or rail fixings, or

posts with stainless steel clips.

At a glance…
• Clear graphics for excellent visibility
• Hard-wearing
• Cost effective
• Range of shapes and

mountings available

If you need to display multiple pieces

of information that may change from

time to time – such as a retail guide or

a business directory to accompany a

location map – our directory systems

can fulfil your requirements.

Directory systems can be either wall-

mounted or freestanding and are

manufactured to your brief. You can

choose a design, material and format

that will perfectly suit your

environment and corporate style. Our

project planning team will provide a

detailed drawing of all sign displays

for approval prior to manufacture.

To ensure compliance with any

corporate guidelines, directory

systems can be finished in most RAL

colours (see p.58), with self-adhesive

cut vinyl or full colour graphics. 

Units are supplied with all 

necessary fixings.

At a glance…
• Easy to update
• Ideal for retail and commercial

applications
• Choose size, design and material

to fit your corporate style
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